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Offshore Wind Master Plan
New York recently published its Offshore Wind Master Plan, which calls for a 2,400 MW offshore wind
farm as part of its renewable portfolio. This project will help the state of New York toward its ambitious
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goal of generating 50% of the total state's electricity from renewable resources. In Governor Cuomo's
State for the State address he announced there will be two Request for Proposals (RFP) for the first 800
MW of the 2,400 MW project in 2018 and 2019. The master plan included over 20 studies including
impact studies, permitting, location, capacity, emission reductions, and more. Offshore wind projects
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typically experience higher costs in the range of 2.5 to 3.5 times in initial capital costs as well as 1.5
times the cost in maintenance, when compared with land-based wind projects. Even with additional
costs and complexity, the location sets up likely grid savings in the form of reduced congestion costs
because of the state's unique off-center load and generation profile (Exhibit 1).
Exhibit 1 NYISO Upstate Versus Downstate Load and Generation Profile
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There are fundamental differences between upstate and downstate generation capacity profiles (Exhibit
2). While installed capacity is greater downstate, upstate New York has more nuclear, wind, and hydro
generation that typically sits lower in the generation stack, which leads to higher energy generation
(Exhibit 3). When the region experiences high cooling or heating degree days, the need to turn on more
expensive fossil fuel units downstate manifests in additional congestion costs. This concern is well noted
by recent discussion of the Indian Point Nuclear Plant retirement slated for 2021 and concerns of losing
a generation buffer in the downstate portion of the grid. This could be a bullish scenario in and of itself
as the higher cost oil units that get called on would shift lower in the stack and be called on more often.
Yet, some additional efficient natural gas plants coming online downstate—678 MW Valley Energy
Center in early 2018 and 1,020 MW Cricket Valley Energy Center in 2020—should backfill the missing
nuclear generation. Keeping the bullish scenario alive, fierce environmental opposition against the Valley
Lateral Pipeline expansion off Millennium Pipeline has caused delays. While the plant could run off
diesel fuel, that will keep the generation in the high cost and dirty category which is what state is
looking to reduce. When the offshore wind generation comes online it should give the downstate
generation stack a much-needed lower cost generation option when the wind is blowing and help to
reduce the instances and severity of Center-East congestion as the extra wind generation downstate
pushes the stack closer to parity.
Exhibit 2 2017 New York Generating Capacity
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Exhibit 3 2016 New York Generation
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New York Transmission Upgrades
The first 800 MWs should help reduce the congestion we see downstate when it comes online. While
this helps, it will not solve the state's off-center balance. Analyzing 2030 projected renewable capacity
between upstate and downstate regions, upstate New York may see 7,743 MWs more than those
downstate (Exhibit 4). Transmission improvements have also been identified in the 2015 Congestion
Assessment and Resource Integration Study (CARIS), and several projects are currently in various stages
in development on the grid, which should help transport upstate renewable generation downstate.
Among these projects is the 320-kV line to bring 1,000 MW of renewable wind and hydro from Utica in
central New York downstate by 2022. Another project in the works is the Champlain Hudson Power
Express—a 1,000 MW north to south transmission line that should bring hydro power from Québec to
New York City. Other smaller regional projects are currently proposed to meet transmission needs in the
New York metro area. These improvements, when in operation, point to greater bearishness for
downstate zonal congestion prices from alleviation of transmission constraints that exist today.
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Exhibit 4 Renewable Generation Addition
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Exhibit 5 NYISO Day Ahead Onpeak Congestion Price of Upstate (Zones A-E) and Downstate (Zones F-K)
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Exhibit 6 NYISO Real Time Onpeak Congestion Price of Upstate (Zones A-E) and Downstate (Zones F-K)
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Conclusion
New York is headed in the right direction in alleviating an almost constant congestion cost downstate
(Exhibits 5 & 6). Renewable wind generation off the coast of New York City will give NYISO increased
flexibility in responding to the imbalance between generation and load seen in the state. Along with
transmission upgrades in coming years the New York grid might finally see some semblance of balance.
The addition of a lower cost generating source downstate should help grid balancing authorities manage
the New York grid in the future, but unfortunately for them that is just not the case. These solutions will
not take place soon enough. The next couple of years will see much of the same in downstate
congestion and will likely exacerbate in 2020 with the retirement of Indian Point. Until these projects
come on line in 2022, the New York congestion seesaw will likely continue. K

Natural Gas Important Points
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